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FAIRBANKS AUCTION - SPRING 2015.
Saturday, April 11, 2015.
Marriott Springhill Suites: Meeting rooms in the Main Lobby
Auction at 7:00 P.M. and Lot Viewing at 6:00 P.M.
Welcome to our 69th Fairbanks auction! We like unusual coins and items, and this auction has many lots
that fit that description. Highlights include: a rare, high grade 1896 Japan One Yen; an 1844 Seated Liberty
Dime; a Proof 1881 Seated Liberty Half Dollar; a 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar; an 1878 Judd-1555 Pattern
Dollar; a 1928 PCGS-64 Peace Dollar; and an 1874-CC Double Eagle.
The estimated values listed after the lots in this auction are based primarily on two sources; Coin World’s
Coin Values, the Coin Dealer Newsletter (Graysheet) and PCGS/NGC websites. Coin pricing is difficult
and several sources should always be used for valuation. Prices realized are automatically sent to all mail
bidders. If you would like to receive a copy but do not care to participate in the auction, please send $1 along
with a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
TERMS: There are no reserve bids in this auction. All lots are sold as-is. Unlike many auctions, there is no
buyer’s charge. There can be no returns after the auction is completed except in the case of mail bidders who
do not have the opportunity to inspect the lots. All coins are guaranteed genuine. Lots can be picked up
after the auction and payment must be with cash or personal check by prior approval. Lots may also be
picked up the following week at our store.
Mail bidders should call or write their bids indicating the lot number and the maximum bid they wish to pay.
Bids may also be submitted by E-mail to akcoins@mosquitonet.com. Your lots will be purchased for less if
possible, and in no case will the maximum be exceeded. Your bids will be called from the book as if you
were at the auction in person. Coins will be sent immediately upon receipt of payment and postage will be
added to the invoice. If any lots are unsatisfactory, they must be returned within 7 days of receipt. Mail
bidders are expected to honor their bids and pay promptly so that consignors do not have to wait for
payment.
Lots will be on display in our store from Saturday April 4th to Friday April 10th.
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Roman Imperial Silver Denarius, Lucius Verus (161-169 AD), XF, RIC 566. The obverse is a laureate
bust, the reverse is Victory standing. A very nice high relief denarius that has the original old retail slip
included ($175). We find them at auction for up to $225.
150.00+
Roman Imperial AE (bronze) Sestertius, Marcus Aurelius (161-180 AD), VF/EF, somewhat irregular
planchet. The obverse is a laureate bust, the reverse is Clementia standing left, holding a patera and
sceptre. The original sales slip is included and it sold for $125 years ago.
120.00+
Byzantium AE (bronze) Follis, Justinian I, the Great, 527-565 AD. Good VF, Sear 201, 41mm. A very
large and impressive coin with a nice brown planchet. Helmeted and cuirassed facing bust holding
globus cruciger and shield. An impressive Byzantine coin that has the identification and original sales
slip ($225) attached.
200.00+
Australia Proof Set, 1975. In its original plastic case, this contains the 1 cent through the 50 cents. A
very attractive “animal” set. Also included in a 1968 New Zealand mint set, from 1 cent to 50 cents.
It is interesting that the label on the N.Z. set says “Ordinary Uncirculated Coins, Special Issue for
Collectors.” Two sets.
70.00
China 25 Yuan (¼ oz.) Gold Panda, 1989, BU. A panda reclining is on the obverse, the Temple of
Heaven on the reverse.
425.00+
Canada Proof Set, 1998, 90th Anniversary of the Canadian Mint. Includes the Cent, 5 Cents silver, 10
Cents, 25 Cents and 50 Cents, all in sterling silver (the Cent has copper plating over sterling silver)
using the reverse designs from 1908. A very attractive historic set in the original case.
68.00
Canada coinage. A collection of modern coins including - One Cent: 1996 to 2001-P specimens(6);
1987, 1995 to 2001 proofs (8). (14) 1¢ coins total. Ten Cents: 1996 to 2001-P specimens(6); 2000
unc.(1); 1987, 1995 proofs (2). (9) 10¢ coins total. 25 Cents: 1996 to 2001-P specimens, (6) 25¢
total. 50 Cents: 1968 to 1981, (2) 1982, 1883 to 1992, 1994, 1995, 1998-W, 1999, 2000, 2000-W,
2001-P, 2002-P, all unc. (34 pieces); 1952/1992, 1996 to 2001-P specimens (7); 1987 and 1995 proofs
(2). (43) 50¢ coins total. Dollars: 1970, 1971, 1973 BU (3); 1996, 1998 to 2001 specimens (5); 1995
to 2002 proofs (8); 1994, 1995, 1998-W, 1999, 2000, 2000-W, 2001, 2002, all BU (8). (24) $1 coins
total. 2 Dollars: 1997 to 2002 specimen (6); 1996 Proof (1); 1996, 1998-W, 1999, 2000, 2000-W,
2001 and 2002, all BU (7). (14) $2 total. A great start to a collection with several of the minting
qualities. Housed in Dansco albums. A total of 110 coins.
600.00+
German Gold One Mark, 2001-G, Proof. Five different German mints issued gold One Mark coins
(this one is from Karlsruhe) to celebrate the retirement of the Mark. The Euro replaced the Mark in
2002, a change many Germans now question. These list in the newest Standard Catalogue of World
Coins at $750 and contain .3833 troy ounces of gold.
700.00-750.00
Great Britain Proof Set, 1937. A gorgeous (15) piece set including the silver Maundy coinage. 26,402
sets were issued in black velvet leather cases with satin liner. The toning is incredible, especially on
the large silver crown.
550.00
India Gold Sovereign, 1918-I, BU. This is the only year sovereigns were minted in India. .2354 troy oz.
400.00+
Japan Silver One Yen, 1896, PCGS MS-63+. We had two of these originally and offered the first one in
our Fall 2013 auction. A silver dollar sized coin with an intricate dragon design. Very attractive with a
natural gray patina over lustrous surfaces. Very scarce in better mint state grades.
700.00
Jordan Silver Proof Coins, 1969. This is a wonderful set of three coins: ½, 3/4 and 1 Dinar, all struck in
1000/1000 (that is pure!) silver. The coins are housed in their original plastic wallet, which is showing
some wear, splitting at one hinge. The ½ Dinar features the Al Harraneh Palace, the 3/4 Dinar the Shrine
of the Nativity in Bethlehem, and the 1 Dinar has Temple Hill in Jerusalem. King Hussein is on the
obverse of all three coins. The 1 Dinar is a massive 55mm, containing over 1.25 oz. of silver. The total
silver content of all three coins is 2.8721 oz. Obviously, these coins were never meant to circulate.
These were among the first “non-circulating legal tender” coins to be mass marketed to collectors. Issued
at $36, these now catalogue for $250.
200.00+
Netherlands Gold 10 Gulden, 1927, MS-63, fully lustrous. Wilhemina I is depicted on the obverse. The
S.C. of World Coins lists an MS-63 at $400. The coin contains .1947 troy ounces of gold.
260.00+
Papua New Guinea, 1975, BU Coins, all graded by NGC as MS-68 or MS-69. Included are 1, 2, 5, 10 and
20 Toea, and 1 and 5 Kina, housed in two NGC holders. The popular 1 Kina features a center hole with
two crocodiles encircling it. The other coins are all attractive, featuring native animals. A total of 7 coins.
MS-63s catalogue for about $25, so let’s say double that for these grades.
50.00+
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Peru Gold Libra, 1916, MS-63. At .2355 troy ounces of gold , these were competitors to the British
Sovereign and were used as trade coinage.
375.00-400.00
Russia Gold 5 Roubles, 1897, Ch. XF-45. Nicholas II is on the obverse, the last Russian Czar. A neat
piece of history before the Bolshevik revolution. Contains .1244 troy ounces of gold.
225.00-250.00
Soviet Union Proof Olympic Coin Set, 1980. A complete silver set containing (14) 5 Roubles and
(14) 10 Roubles containing a total of 20.23 troy ounces of silver. They are housed in a rich red velvet
case with white satin liner. Some of the plastic capsules have deteriorated, but all of the coins are as
issued. Historically an interesting set because of the boycott of the games. Catalogue value is $840.
500.00+
World War II medals. The first is from Ireland. Ireland was neutral during WWII, and this medal is the
Emergency Service Medal for Defense Forces. It is missing its loop, which would attach it to a ribbon.
Very nice, modern design - woman with sword and Irish wolfhound. The second is from the Soviet
Union with a portrait of Stalin commemorating victory in WWII. Still has its loop, but missing the
ribbon. Both are bronze, just smaller than a silver dollar.
50.00

HALF CENTS
19

20

Draped Bust Half Cent, 1804, plain 4, no stems, PCGS XF-40. A pleasing coin with natural surfaces.
The reverse die is rotated about 5 degrees. A great certified example for a type set and a popular year
for variety collectors.
Classic Head Half Cent, 1835, C-1, NGC XF-40BN. The final year for business strikes of this type.
Ironically, just like the preceding lot, the reverse die is rotated about 5 degrees.

485.00
125.00

CENTS
21
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23
24
25
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33
34
35
36

Draped Bust Large Cent, 1798, style 2 hair, PCGS VG-10. Natural uniform brown planchet with
good detail for the grade. A very pleasing example of an early type cent.
Draped Bust Large Cents, 1798 and 1803. The 1798 has rough surfaces and grades AG, while the
1803 is G+ but has some serious marks on the face. Two pieces.
Classic Head Large Cent, 1808, S-277. Good, nice brown planchet. This type was only minted from
1808 to 1814 and are hard to find problem free.
Large Cent Lot. Most AG and some with problems. Includes: scarce 1821, 1824, 1826, 1833 and
1834. Five pieces.
Braided Hair Large Cent, 1846, small date, N-4, PCGS XF-40. A relatively inexpensive coin that we
have held a long time because of the fascinating die variety. The date is boldly repunched on all four
digits -visually creating a mess when looked at under 16x. These are coins that make numismatics fun!
Braided Hair Large Cent, 1849. A very nice XF example.
Flying Eagle Cent, 1857, Fine.
Flying Eagle Cent, 1857, PCGS AU details, cleaned. Excellent detail, the cleaning being very subtle.
A popular and very short lived series.
Indian Cent, 1866, VG.
Indian Cents, 1873, 1874 and 1876. Good (marks), VG and AG/G respectively. Better dates, 3 pieces.
Indian Cents, 1905 and 1906. Both are nice AU/BU examples. Two pieces.
1909 Cents. The 1909 Indian is actually a better date and this is a nice AU example. The 1909 VDB
Lincoln appears to be a nice MS-63 or so with faded mint red. A nice high grade pair representing
this transition year. Two pieces.
Lincoln Cent, 1909-S, VG.
Lincoln Cent, 1911-S, Fine.
Lincoln Cent, 1913-S, PCGS MS-63RB. An attractive well struck example with mint red turning to a
deep purple. A difficult date this nice.
Lincoln Cent, 1914-D, ANACS Fine-12 details, corroded. A nice brown color, but the fields are lightly
granular. The wheat ears are full and separated. An extremely popular Lincoln Cent.
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250.00+
125.00
100.00
95.00

150.00+
85.00
50.00
150.00
65.00
60.00
50.00

60.00
90.00
54.00
325.00
185.00

LINCOLN CENTS, CONT.
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Lincoln Cents, 1915-S, 1915-D and 1916-S. VG+ (unusual toning); XF but the surfaces are slightly
granular; and about XF, respectively. 3 pieces.
Lincoln Cents, 1922-D and 1924-D. G/VG and VG respectively. A pair of semi-key dates. 2 pieces.
Lincoln Cents, 1930, 1930-D and 1930-S. MS-63+ Red, MS-63RB and MS-63 Red respectively. 3 pcs.
Proof Lincoln Cent, 1939, PCGS Proof-65RD. A gorgeous coin that appears undergraded. The “mint
red” is actually a deep orange and is unblemished by any spotting. PCGS currently lists this at...
Proof Lincoln Cent, 1951, Proof-65 or better. A superior example of this early proof with full mint red.
Doubled Die Lincoln Cent, 1983, NGC MS-64RB. Our favorite doubled die variety - every letter on the
reverse is boldly doubled. Usually the doubling is only apparent on certain areas but not on this one.
This is a pretty coin with subtle orange/purple overtones.
Lincoln Cent Collection. Housed in two Littleton archival quality albums with slip cases. This collection
runs from 1909 to 2009. The first album covers 1909-1958 and consists of (110) coins. The key coins
are not included. Highlights are: 1910-S VF; 1911-D G; 1912-S F; 1913-S VG/F; 1914-S F; 1915-S VF;
and many others. The set is complete from 1936 to 1958 with many BU. A much better than average
collection and we would encourage bidders to take a look. The second set from 1959 to 2009 is a
complete BU set including proofs - very pretty (167 coins). 277 coins total.
Lincoln Cent Lot. All of these are AU/BU with most red and brown. Includes: (6) 1930-S, (7) 1935-S,
1937-S, (2) 1939-S, (5) 1940-S, 1943-S, (6) 1944-S, 1946-S, (2) 1947-S and (2) 1949-S. 33 pcs.
Lincoln Cent Errors. Harken back to the good ole days when you used to search pocket change for rare
coins. Here are over 100 Lincoln Cents, described by the previous owner as “errors.” We would say
that over 80% are, and the rest are the product of an over-active imagination. They range from 1953 to
1998. A few later cents caught our eye: 1990-D extra hair- when compared to another 1990-D, Lincoln’s
beard does look more defined; 1986-D low mint mark - we mean really low!; and 1982 “gas bubbles” a really bad job of copper-plated zinc. It looks like the coin has the pox. A fun lot, grading from F to BU.
100+ pieces.

45.00
69.00
49.00
170.00
65.00

250.00

330.00
125.00

20.00+

THREE CENTS & HALF DIMES
46
47
48
49

Three Cent Silver, 1851, Ch. VF to XF, natural gray surfaces. The only detail worth mentioning is a rim
mark at 3:00 obverse. This is a pleasing example of the first year of type.
Three Cent Nickels, 1872 and 1874. Both are VG to Fine.
Three Cent Nickel, 1879, PCGS Proof-65, CAC stickered. 3,200 proofs were minted this year. This is a
pretty coin with a semi-cameo look and well struck on the numerals as a proof should be.
No Stars Half Dime, 1837, NGC AU-55, small date variety. A very popular 1½ year type coin and the
starless fields give it a medallic look. The coin has light gray uniform toning.

70.00
46.00
625.00
535.00

NICKELS
50
51
52
53

54
55
56
57

Shield Nickel, 1867 with rays, Choice AU with lots of original luster, but there are some marks on the
reverse which limit the value. Still, a nice example of the first variety.
125.00-160.00
Shield Nickel, 1870, Fine to VF. Mintages started to drop this year, a somewhat better date.
60.00
Shield Nickel, 1882, PCGS Proof-65. Mostly untoned with good strike definition. A high grade
example that would make a great addition to a type set. PCGS lists these at $675.
675.00
1883 Liberty Nickels, “no cents” and “with cents,” Ch. VF and VF respectively. Pleasing examples of
the two types from this first year of issue. The “with cent” Nickel has a small rim mark at 9:30 obv.
Two pieces.
66.00
Liberty Nickel, 1886, AG. A key date in this series. Obverse details are strong for the grade with a
full date. No problems other than lots of wear.
150.00-200.00
1913 Buffalo Nickels. The Type I is VF/XF. The Type II is Ch. AU-55, nicely toned in gold/blue,
possibly cleaned in the past, but we cannot tell for sure (no hairlines). Two better grade examples.
43.00
Buffalo Nickel, 1913-D Type II, Good. A key date in the series.
115.00
Buffalo Nickels, 1916, 1916-D, 1916-S. Ch. VF, Fine and Fine respectively. Three pieces.
62.00
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BUFFALO & JEFFERSON NICKELS
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Buffalo Nickel, 1916-S, PCGS MS-62. A scarce date in mint state, especially upper grades where the
price quickly escalates. Well struck with a fully rounded horn.
225.00
Buffalo Nickel Lot. Includes: 1917-S AG; (2) 1919 one G, the other a nice Fine; 1924-D Good marks;
(3) 1925 AG/G; (2) 1931-S Fine; 1934-D VF/XF; plus (3) others. Also included are (21) 1939
Jefferson Nickels mostly VG to XF. 33 pieces.
75.00
Buffalo Nickel, 1924-D, PCGS XF-40. There is still lots of subdued luster on this key date.
225.00
Buffalo Nickel, 1926-D, PCGS Ch. AU-55. A difficult date that is often weakly struck. Lustrous with
some toning on both sides. The horn is full but not fully rounded.
300.00
Buffalo Nickels, 1931-S. (3) pieces grading Good, Fine and XF but with some obverse scratches. 3 pcs.
50.00
Doubled Die Buffalo Nickel, 1935, Fine+, FS-801. The reverse die is doubled, most noticeable on
“FIVE.” These are very pricey in upper grades (XF examples being $350). Quite rare.
100.00
Buffalo Nickels, 1937 and 1937-D. Both are MS-65 or better with immaculate surfaces. The 1937-D
has light gold toning. Two pieces.
118.00
Restored Date Buffalos. When we were kids, and Buffalo Nickels were still in circulation, many had
circulated for so long the dates were gone. “Nic-a-Date” was a mild acid that ate deeper into the area
surrounding the date than the date itself, leaving the date barely visible. Ah, the good old days of
searching pocket change. We purchased a collection recently, and many of the dateless Buffalos
had been “restored.” Now, most of these were common dates, but a few were far from common. We
are offering the following dates, with the Graysheet Good-Ask price in ( ) following the date: 1913-S
type I ($37); (2) 1913-D type II ($105 each); 1914-D ($77); 1914-S ($21); 1916-D ($14); and 1921-S
($50). In Good, these would be worth over $400! We have noticed that some have started selling
these on eBay, but have not researched it. These can be yours if you are the high bidder. 7 coins.
20.00+
Jefferson Nickel, 1939-S, Reverse of 1938, MS-63, lustrous. The Redbook ignores this variety for
some reason, but it is listed in Breen and Coin World. The type is identifiable by the top step of
Montecello - it is thin as opposed to the modified die with a thick step. Also included in this lot is
a beautifully toned 1950-D key date nickel grading MS-63+. Two pieces.
40.00
Proof Type II Jefferson Nickel, 1942-P, PCGS Proof-67. An untoned very high grade of the only
proof silver issue in the series, and important as such. Incredibly, PCGS lists a Proof-68 at $8,000
so the “67” grade becomes very attractive.
350.00
BU Silver War Nickel Roll, 1943-S. It is always fun to see these early BU rolls especially from the
war years. This appears to be an original roll put away years ago. Most are brilliant, but some sport
natural toning. 40 pieces.
300.00-400.00

EARLY DIMES
69
70
71

Capped Bust Dime, 1827, ANACS XF-40, peripheral toning. A scarce type coin in higher grades.
Capped Bust Dimes, 1828 and 1834. The 1828 is the scarce curl base 2 variety grading AG. The
1834 is only Poor to AG with a strong date. Two pieces.
Capped Bust Dime, 1832, ANACS AU details, scratched. This is a very natural coin with original
luster still present. There is one old scratch present on the obverse in the field by Liberty’s chin.
It is very hard to see with the naked eye. A short lived series that only ran from 1829 to 1837.

450.00
70.00

350.00-400.00

**************************************************
72

Seated Liberty Dime, 1844, PCGS XF-40, medium Gray/blue toning. With a mintage of only 72,500
this is a key date in the series. The eye appeal is quite superb and we believe the coin is undergraded
by at least half a grade. A great opportunity to pick up a neat numismatic rarity.

1,150.00+

**************************************************
73
74
75

Seated Liberty Dime, 1857, Ch. XF-45. A very nice example with good detail and natural surfaces.
Barber Dime, 1902, Ch. AU-55, light gold at the edges.
Barber Dimes, 1916 and 1916-S. VF (scratch on neck) and Ch. XF/AU with luster and some scattered
marks, respectively. Two pieces.
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60.00+
70.00
50.00

MERCURY & ROOSEVELT DIMES
76
77
78
79

80

81

ESTIMATE

Mercury Dime, 1924-D, PCGS Ch. XF-45.
85.00
Mercury Dimes, 1926-S and 1929. The scarce 1926-S is Good, while the 1929 is a lustrous MS-63. 2 pcs.
45.00
1944 PDS Mercury Dime Set, MS-64 to MS-65 and lustrous. The 1944-D has full split bands. 3 pcs.
54.00
High Grade, Late Date Mercury Dimes. Most grade AU, a few being XF. Includes: 1936-S, (3)
1939, (2) 1939-D, (2) 1939-S, (2) 1940, 1940-S, (2) 1941, 1941-S and (26) more from 1942 to
1945. 40 pieces.
150.00-200.00
Proof Roosevelt Dimes, 1950. One is Proof-63, the other Proof-64/65. With a mintage of only
51,386, this is the scarcest dime in the series. The 1950 proof coinage did not exhibit the deep mirror
fields of other years. Both of these are attractive and fully brilliant. Two pieces.
90.00
Roosevelt Dime Set. A beautiful BU set from 1946 to 1964 (all the silver issues). The set is housed
in a Dansco Album and apparently was put together many years ago because many coins exhibit
gorgeous toning. A clad BU 1965 dime is also included. 49 pieces.
215.00

**************************************************
82

Proof Roosevelt Dime, 1970 “No S,” PCGS Proof-68CAM. These contemporary rarities continue to
climb in value year after year. Surprisingly, the mint made this error four different times (1968,
1970, 1975 and 1983). Extremely rare and PCGS currently list this at $1,300.

1,300.00

**************************************************
TWENTY CENT PIECES
83

84

Twenty Cent Piece, 1875-CC, NGC VG-8. Very attractive 2-tone gray with the devices lighter than the
fields. With the 1876-CC being unaffordable to us mere mortals, this is the only Carson City Twenty
Cent date one can buy.
Twenty Cent Piece, 1875-S, ANACS Ch. XF-45. We love this short lived series and always seem to have
one or two in our auctions. The 1875-S is the most common and affordable date. Light gray, some toning
at the edges.

440.00

300.00

QUARTERS
**************************************************
85

Draped Bust Quarter, 1806, ANACS Fine-12. Attractive natural 2-toned gray. Early Bust type material
is always sought after, and the minor denominations do not appear nearly as often as the Bust Halves.
This is a great example we cannot fault and is a great opportunity to pick up a very short lived type
coin.

1,000.00+

**************************************************
86

87
88
89

90
91

Seated Liberty Quarter, 1853 Arrows and Rays, XF/AU with attractive surfaces, but we do note some
faint hairlines in the field from a prior cleaning. A one year only type coin with the rays removed the
next year.
Seated Liberty Quarters, 1876 and 1876-CC. A trio of centennial quarters with two from Philadelphia
grading AG/G and VG with numerous marks that damage the surface. The CC example is AG. 3 pcs.
Barber Quarters, 1899-S, 1901 and 1905-S. AG/G, G and G/VG respectively. All of these are scarcer
dates in the series. Three pieces.
Standing Liberty Quarter, 1917 Type I, NGC Ch. XF-45. The Type I quarters are very popular because
the myriad of changes made for the Type II took away much of the artistic beauty of MacNeil’s quarter.
For the most part, Type I quarters were also better struck than their successors.
Standing Liberty Quarter, 1917-D Type II. AU/BU with full luster and good head detail. We do note
some very light hairlines at the bottom of the obverse from a light cleaning.
Standing Liberty Quarters, 1920-S and 1923. Both grade Fine with typical weak dates. Two pieces.
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160.00
60.00
82.00

130.00
225.00
65.00

QUARTERS, CONT.
92

93
94
95
96
97
98
99

ESTIMATE

Standing Liberty Quarter, 1923, PCGS Genuine. We submitted this coin expecting to see a graded
mint state returned, but instead they said it had been cleaned. We just do not see it! Beautiful natural
mint frost and the look of at least an MS-63.
110.00-130.00
Standing Liberty Quarter, 1925, PCGS MS-63. Very clean fields and we wonder a bit why the grade
has been held back. The coin has uniform gold/gray light toning over lustrous fields.
250.00
Standing Liberty Quarter, 1927-S, VG. A very nice example of the key date, with a strong, full date.
50.00
Washington Quarter, 1935-D, PCGS MS-64. Very lustrous with just a touch of light toning developing.
This is a tougher date in mint state.
370.00
Proof Washington Quarter, 1938, PCGS Proof-64, untoned. Only 8,045 proofs were struck.
180.00
1943 Washington Quarters. 1943 MS-64/65 brilliant; 1943-D MS-63 with full luster; and 1943-S
Ch. AU, lustrous. Three pieces.
65.00
Proof Washington Quarter, 1950, Proof-64/65. A beautiful coin with a light cameo contrast. Proof issues
were suspended in 1942 during the war and were not resumed until 1950.
50.00+
BU Silver Quarter Roll, 1963-D. Some exhibit light gold toning and grade on average MS-63. 40 pcs.
190.00

EARLY HALF DOLLARS
100 Bust Half Dollar, 1810, NGC XF-40, O-101. A very appealing example of this early date with faded
luster still apparent. A neat die break that goes through the date up to the first star. Striking weakness
on the left wing, but the motto is full.
435.00
101 Bust Half Dollar, 1826, PCGS Ch. XF-45, O-117. Pleasing with a nice strike. Currently listed by
PCGS at $275.
250.00-275.00
102 Bust Half Dollar, 1827, square base 2. A nice Fine with pleasing surfaces, darker fields and lighter
devices.
85.00
103 Bust Half Dollars, 1833 and 1834. AG/G and VF cleaned respectively. It is neat to see a well worn
specimen from time to time since most are higher grades. Two pieces.
130.00
104 Bust Half Dollar, 1834, NGC AU-53, O-109, small date, small letters. Well struck, medium gray
with luster still at the borders. The reverse die is rotated about 10 degrees. Overall an attractive piece.
400.00
105 Seated Liberty Half Dollar, 1850-O, PCGS AU-50. Excellent eye appeal with natural gray/gold
surfaces. It would be hard to improve on this for the grade - worth a strong bid.
350.00-375.00
106 Seated Liberty Half Dollars, 1858-O and 1859-O. G and AG/G respectively. Problem free other than
lots of honest wear. Two pieces.
75.00
107 Seated Liberty Half Dollar, 1866, PCGS XF-40. This was the first year the motto was added on the
reverse - one year after the end of the Civil War. Auction sales records show prices of around $300
for similar coins. Medium gray with touches of blue.
300.00
108 Seated Liberty Half Dollar, 1878, PCGS AU-50. Another very pleasing coin with natural gray/russet
borders. This coin was the final year for large mintages and is a great example of variety 5. These
have sold at auction for as much as $352 (CAC sticker).
250.00-350.00

**************************************************
109 Seated Liberty Half Dollar, 1881, NGC Proof-63. From 1879 to 1890 mintages of the business
strike halves fell to only several thousand per year, however, Philadelphia still produced proofs
for each year. In 1881, 975 Proofs were minted. This example has medium gray natural toning,
the devices somewhat lighter. The fields are very clean for the assigned grade. Late date Seated
Half Dollars have always been popular with collectors because of the rarity.

1,350.00

**************************************************
110 Barber Half Dollars, 1895-O and 1896-O. Both are better dates in the series grading AG to G. 2 pcs.
111 Barber Half Dollar, 1912-D, PCGS XF-40. A touch of peripheral toning at the edges. A pleasing example.
112 Barber Half Dollar, 1912-S, Fine.
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50.00
225.00
45.00

HALF DOLLARS, CONT.

ESTIMATE

113 Walking Liberty Half Dollars, 1917-D and 1917-S obverse mint marks. Both are nice Good examples
from this transition year. Two pieces.

52.00

**************************************************
114 Walking Liberty Half Dollar, 1919-S, PCGS Ch. XF-45. This is a scarce date in higher circulated
grades, and this is a very nice example that still shows some luster. We hardly ever see early Walkers
in better grades. Heritage shows examples selling between $1,000 and $1,300, and PCGS lists it at
$1,200. A great opportunity to knock off a key date.

1,200.00

**************************************************
115 Walking Liberty Half Dollars, 1941 and 1942. Both are Ch. AU/BU and fully lustrous. Two pieces.
50.00+
116 Walking Liberty Half Dollar, 1943, NGC MS-65, lustrous and well struck.
115.00
117 Doubled Die Walking Liberty Half Dollar, 1943-D, FS-101, ANACS AU-50. A neat coin with obverse
doubling most noticeable on the motto caused by a working hub that was itself doubled! Consequently
this variety is quite common but still neat.
25.00+
118 Walking Liberty Half Dollars, 1944 and 1945. AU/BU and MS-63 respectively. Two pieces.
75.00
119 Walking Liberty Half Dollar, 1947-D, PCGS MS-65. An all around gorgeous specimen of this final
year with very frosty surfaces and well struck with the thumb showing.
130.00
120 Franklin Half Dollar, 1949-S, Ch. AU-58 to MS-60, fully lustrous. The key Franklin date.
45.00
121 Half Dollar Lot. Barbers include: 1892 AG/G; scarce 1893-O AG; 1894-O AG+; rare 1904-S AG/G;
1905-O G; 1906-O VG; 1913-S G/VG; 1914-S G/VG cleaned; and 1915-D G+. Walkers include:
1916 AG; 1917 G; 1917-S obv. AG+ cleaned; 1917-S rev., a nice VG; 1918 G/VG; 1919 G; (2)
1919-S AG and G; and 1920 VG. Franklins include: 1949-D AU; 1959-D Ch. AU; and 1962
MS-63. A nice assortment of mostly better dates. 21 pieces.
300.00-350.00
122 BU Franklin Half Dollar Lot. Includes: 1953-D MS-63; 1954-D MS-63+; 1956 MS-63; 1957-D
MS-60; 1958 MS-63/64; 1959 MS-63; 1960-D MS-62; 1961 MS-60; and 1963-D MS-63. Most
are fully lustrous, a few with nice toning. 9 pieces.
170.00
123 Doubled Die Kennedy Half Dollar, 1974-D, FS-101. Ch. AU-55. Strong doubling on “TRUST” and
a very neat coin. Overlooked in Mint Sets because people are not aware of the doubled die.
40.00-50.00
124 Silver Matte Kennedy Half Dollar, 1998-S, PCGS MS-68SMS. The mint struck a commemorative
dollar for RFK and offered a two piece set including a silver half dollar, but with a unique matte
finish. Only 62,000 were minted.
150.00+

EARLY DOLLARS
**************************************************
125 Flowing Hair Dollar, 1795, 3 leave variety, ANACS XF details, net VF-20 cleaned. Bolender 5 (B5)
die variety which is easy to identify because of a raised bar in the field by the top curl of Liberty’s
hair. Superb detail especially on the reverse where all the feathers in the wings are boldly defined.
A bit bright from cleaning but now starting to retone. Scattered marks and scratches are also present
as one expects on these large early type coins. A great opportunity to pick up a high grade example
of America’s first silver dollar.
5,000.00-6,000.00
126 Seated Liberty Dollar, 1842, ANACS AU-53. Mintages of these early Seated Liberty Dollars were
all somewhat low (184,618 minted of this date) and are popular as a “no motto” type coin. This is
a nice example with gold/gray toning and problem-free.
1,100.00
127 Trade Dollar, 1877-S, PCGS XF-40. Like Seated Dollars, problem-free examples of Trade Dollars
are very hard to find. This is a nice example with deep gray toning.
300.00
128 Trade Dollar, 1879, PCGS Proof-58. Business strikes were discontinued in 1878 and only Proofs
were made from 1879 to 1884. This example is one of 1,541 struck and has gorgeous purple/
gold toning over mirrored surfaces. The history of the Trade Dollar is fascinating and the basic
design of Liberty seated on implements of trade extending an olive branch towards China was
essentially based on a similar design of Britannia on English coinage going back to the 17th
century. An affordable example of a beautiful rarity.
1,600.00-2,000.00

**************************************************
8

PATTERN DOLLAR
ESTIMATE
**************************************************
129 Dollar Pattern, 1878, Judd-1555, Reeded edge, struck in copper, Barber design, NCS Proof, improperly
cleaned. NCS is the conservation arm of NGC. With passage of the Bland-Allison Act, the mint
hustled to come up with a new dollar design. Morgan was new to the mint staff and first conceived
of his famous design on a half dollar pattern in 1877. He prepared a similar dollar design in early
1878 as did William Barber who was the chief designer at the Mint. Barber’s dollar pattern was very
Similar to his $50 gold pattern of 1877 with Liberty facing left wearing a coronet. This is a Rarity 7
coin meaning only 7-12 are known. It was last sold at Heritage in November, 2003, Lot 11217. The
obverse has been cleaned at one time, but the reverse has not and would grade much higher. Overall
the coin is Proof-60. An extremely rare coin that easily could have become the dollar design if Morgan
had not won out. Also, considering the rarity, a very reasonable dollar pattern.

4,000.00+

**************************************************
MORGAN DOLLARS
130 Morgan Dollar, 1878 8TF, AU-50. Simply put, 1878 is a fascinating year for those who love die
varieties. In the rush to get out coins, mistakes were made and dies needed to be modified. This is
the first of several lots showing the major varieties. The eight tail feather coins were the first minted.
This example has semi-P/L obverse fields that are very lustrous although a bit baggy.
120.00
131 Morgan Dollar, 1878 7/8 TF, VAM-41a, Ch. AU-55 lustrous. This is the second reverse with the parallel
feathers and flat breast. A weak 7/8 variety which does not demand the same money as the bolder types.
65.00
132 Morgan Dollar, 1878 reverse of 1879. Ch. AU-55 with light overtones. On this variety, the eagle’s
breast is fully rounded, unlike the first issues.
70.00
133 Morgan Dollar, 1878 7TF, reverse of 1878, Ch. XF/AU with deep blue perimeter toning on the reverse.
55.00
134 Morgan Dollar, 1878-CC, Ch. XF-45, untoned.
135.00
135 Morgan Dollar, 1879-S, PCGS MS-65. Very frosty untoned surfaces and well struck.
175.00
136 Morgan Dollar, 1880-S, VAM 8, MS-62+. Actually, the coin would grade MS-64 or so except for one
heavy bagmark on the cheek. Great luster and both sides are semi-prooflike. This is a top 100 variety
and is identified by the die fill in the top loop of the second “8” in the date.
150.00
137 Morgan Dollar, 1880-S, PCGS MS-65+. Visually, this is a gorgeous dollar with very frosty surfaces and
an obverse which is proof-like.
200.00
138 Morgan Dollar, 1882-CC, MS-64, a PCGS crackout with slip included. Fully lustrous and well struck.
275.00
139 Morgan Dollars, 1882-O/S, AU, cleaned. Also, an 1882-O with the regular mint mark, AU, polished. 2 pcs.
75.00
140 Morgan Dollar, 1883-S, PCGS AU-58, untoned. This is a popular grade for this date because MS-60
examples are over $900.
400.00
141 Morgan Dollars 1884-O. A pair of ex-PCGS (slips included) MS-63 and MS-64 (lt. obv. toning). 2 pcs.
135.00
142 Morgan Dollar, 1885-CC, PCGS MS-63PL. A beautiful dollar with frosty devices creating a cameo
effect over proof-like fields. There is also a touch of gold toning at the rims. The reverse would grade
higher and is very clean. This appears to be VAM-3, the tilted mint mark variety, listed as R-4.
850.00
143 Morgan Dollar, 1887, NGC MS-63.
60.00
144 Morgan Dollar, 1888-O, MS-63 with pretty light gold toning.
70.00
145 Morgan Dollar, 1888-S, Ch. XF-45. Still retains luster, the surfaces with some light toning which is not
all that pretty. A scarce date.
185.00
146 Morgan Dollar, 1889-CC, PCGS VG-10. Attractive with lighter devices and darker fields. This is a very
pleasing example of the rarest Carson City dollar and a key Morgan Dollar.
790.00
147 Morgan Dollar, 1889-S, Ch. AU-58, an NGC crackout with the slip included. Attractive with light toning.
175.00
148 Morgan Dollar, 1890-CC, Fine. Attractive 2 tone gray surfaces. We note a small rim bump at 7:00 reverse.
95.00
149 Morgan Dollar, 1890-CC, PCGS MS-62. Untoned and very frosty with strong details. A better CC date.
675.00
150 Morgan Dollar, 1891-CC, PCGS MS-62. A great match to the 1890-CC of the same grade. Untoned
and very frosty. Another better date CC dollar.
600.00
151 Morgan Dollar, 1892-O, PCGS MS-61. A slight touch of gold toning at the edges.
315.00
152 Morgan Dollars, 1893 and 1893-CC. Good cleaned and Good with some heavy obverse marks. Both
of these are rare dates but in affordable condition. Two pieces.
250.00-300.00
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MORGAN DOLLAR, CONT.

ESTIMATE

153 Morgan Dollar, 1894-O, VF.
154 Morgan Dollar, 1894-O, AU-50. A former ANACS coin with their slip included. We note some marks
on the cheek and faint hairlines. The obverse look is that of a strong AU.

50.00
190.00

**************************************************
155 Morgan Dollar, 1894-S, PCGS MS-62, fully brilliant and well struck. President Cleveland called a
special session of Congress to repeal the Sherman Act (which forced the government to buy silver
it did not need). Upon passage, silver purchases and silver dollar mintage tumbled while the government
focused on replacing gold reserves. Consequently dollar mintages between 1893 and 1895 tumbled
creating many dollar rarities including the 1894-S.

1,000.00

**************************************************
156 Morgan Dollar, 1895-O, VG. A key date, natural surfaces.
275.00
157 Morgan Dollar, 1896-O, PCGS AU-53. Like the 1883-S listed earlier, this is a very popular grade for
this dollar because an MS-60 lists at $1,550. Natural gray surfaces. Wayne Miller stated that “no
other Morgan Dollar is as consistently deficient in luster, strike and degree of surface abrasions as the
1896-O.” He goes on to state that in his opinion this is the rarest of all dollars in Gem condition.
185.00
158 Morgan Dollars, 1898-S, 1899-S and 1900-O/CC. Cleaned VF/XF, Good and VG respectively. 3 pcs.
107.00
159 Morgan Dollars 1899-O and 1900-O. A pair of well matched, MS-63 dollars with light gold toning. 2 pcs.
142.00
160 Morgan Dollar, 1900-O, PCGS MS-65, untoned with satiny luster. This is an unusual dollar in that the
obverse is immaculate with virtually no bagmarks on the cheek or in the fields. The reverse has a few
very minor marks which probably accounts for the grade. Overall, the coin appears to be undergraded.
175.00+
161 Morgan Dollar, 1900-S, PCGS MS-62, brilliant. Late date mint state San Francisco Morgans are all much
scarcer than earlier issues. On the day we finalized the auction, we received this coin back from PCGS.
A nice frosty specimen, with rather clean fields, a bagmark on the cheek holding the grade down.
380.00
162 Morgan Dollar, 1902-S, PCGS AU-53, light gold/gray toning. A better date.
280.00
163 Morgan Dollars, 1903 and 1903-S. Ch. AU-55 and Good respectively. Two pieces.
125.00
164 Morgan Dollar, 1903-O, PCGS MS-64. Up until 1962, this was the undisputed “king” of Morgan Dollars
and listed in BU at an incredible $1,500. But, the discovery of BU bags in 1962 changed the market
overnight. BU examples are more common than circulated specimens! Still, this is a popular date in the
series. This example is untoned, frosty, and well struck.
500.00
165 Morgan Dollar, 1904-S, Ch. VF-35, a PCGS crackout with the slip included. Natural gray toning.
120.00

PEACE DOLLARS
166 Peace Dollar, 1921. An affordable G/VG example of this key date.
167 Peace Dollar, 1921. ANACS MS-62. Better detail than we usually see on this high relief strike. Plenty
of luster with toning developing on both sides. Technically this is a popular one year only type coin.
168 Peace Dollar, 1922, NGC MS-64 with pretty gold toning.
169 Peace Dollar, 1923, NGC MS-63, mostly brilliant, light gold.
170 Peace Dollar, 1926-S, PCGS MS-64. Frosty and untoned. Overall a very appealing example.

100.00
360.00
55.00
50.00
310.00

**************************************************
171 Peace Dollar, 1928, PCGS MS-64. The surfaces on this coin are extremely clean for the grade. Satiny
luster with light gold/gray toning. In MS-64 grade or higher, this becomes a very scarce coin and after
the 1934-S it is the rarest Peace Dollar in this grade. An excellent opportunity to pick up a beautiful
example of a classic rarity.

1,550.00

**************************************************
172 Peace Dollar Lot. Includes 1927-D VF; (2) 1928-S F/VF and XF; and 1935-S VG, rough surfaces. 4 pcs.
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150.00

MODERN DOLLARS

ESTIMATE

173 “Brown” Eisenhower Dollars, 1971 to 1974, Proof. The regular issue Ike Dollars had no silver, but
for four years only, the mint offered 40% silver Proof Ike dollars that were packaged in a brown
box. A few are toned, and we can see a small spot on the 1972. Four pieces.
174 Proof Susan B. Anthony Dollar, 1981-S, NGC Proof-68 ultra cameo, faint toning noted.

76.00
170.00+

U.S. GOLD COINS
175 Type I $1 Gold, 1852, ANACS Ch. AU-58. A pretty lustrous example of this common date.
176 Type III $1 Gold, 1856, Upright 5 variety, AU-50. This is the rarer of the two varieties.
177 Liberty $2.50 Gold, 1907, PCGS MS-63. An attractive coin with satiny luster and orange overtones.
This is an issue where the premium has fallen significantly from prior years and represent a good
value by comparison. This is the last year for this type.
178 Indian $2.50 Gold, 1926, NGC MS-62, bright luster. Bela Pratt’s incuse design which is very popular
today, but not when it was first issued.
179 Liberty $5 Gold, 1881, AU-50. A pleasing example of a common date.

375.00
350.00

600.00
550.00
490.00

**************************************************
180 Liberty $5 Gold, 1890, PCGS Ch. AU-55. Incredibly, only 4,240 were minted of this date! PCGS
currently lists this at $1,100. Heritage has prices realized for this grade up to $1,645.

1,100.00+

**************************************************
181 Indian $5 Gold, 1913, NGC MS-61. A very popular U.S. gold type.
750.00
182 Liberty $10 Gold, 1849, Ch. VF-30. Pre Civil War gold is always popular, the motto on the reverse
not being added until 1866.
1,000.00-1,200.00
183 Liberty $10 Gold, 1882, PCGS MS-62, soft luster. This currently lists in Coin World at $1,250.
900.00-1,200.00
184 Indian $10 Gold, 1910, NGC Ch. AU-55. A pretty coin in a newer holder. This is St. Gauden’s
“other” design which is a popular type coin with collectors.
800.00
185 Indian $10 Gold, 1932, PCGS MS-63. For all practical purposes, this is the last collectible year. Very
clean surfaces and a nice type piece. PCGS lists this at $1,090 with Coin World at $1,150.
1,100.00

**************************************************
186 Liberty $20 Gold, 1874-CC, ANACS AU-53 details, cleaned. The cleaning is very faint with some
hairlines apparent. The overall “look” of the coin is quite pleasing. Records show another AU coin that
had been cleaned and graded by NGC sold on 9/14 for $2,800. With AU coins selling for over $4,000,
and listing in Coin World at $7,750, these appear to be a bargain. “CC” Twenties have always been
popular coins - a neat piece of the American west.

3,000.00+

**************************************************
187 Liberty $20 Gold, 1899-S, PCGS XF-40, old “rattler” holder. Probably XF-45 by today’s standards.
188 St. Gaudens $20 Gold, 1908 no motto, PCGS MS-64. A pretty orange/yellow example of this first year.
189 St. Gaudens $20 Gold, 1924, PCGS MS-63. A common grade mint state Twenty. These have come down
significantly from two years ago.
190 Proof $10, 1/10 oz. American Eagle, 1990. Original packaging and papers. These early years saw the
mint use Roman numerals fo the date.
191 $25, ½ oz. American Eagle, 1986, PCGS MS-67. This is the first year of issue. PCGS currently lists at
192 $25, ½ oz. American Eagle, 2004, PCGS MS-69. 98,040 were minted and currently lists with PCGS for...
193 $50 Proof One oz. Gold Buffalo, 2011-W. Only 28,693 were minted. These come in elaborate wood and
leather cases and are very well done.
194 $25, ¼ oz. Platinum Eagle, 2005, PCGS MS-69. Only 12,013 were issued and list with PCGS for...
195 $50, ½ oz. Platinum Eagle, 2000, PCGS MS-69. Only 18,892 were minted.
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1,500.00
1,900.00
1,650.00
170.00
900.00+
684.00
1,450.00
378.00
680.00

U.S. COMMEMORATIVE COINS

ESTIMATE

196 Isabella Quarter, 1893, PCGS Ch. AU-55. Columbian Exposition Half Dollars were issued in the
millions, but the Isabella Quarter from the same exposition saw a mintage of only 24,214. This is
a nice lustrous AU example which is untoned.
440.00
197 Illinois (Lincoln) Centennial Half Dollar, 1918, AU-50, cleaned. A popular early commemorative
with the obverse portrait of Lincoln. Designed by George Morgan. Only 100,058 were struck.
110.00+
198 Alabama Centennial Half Dollar, 1921, PCGS MS-63. This was the first time a living person’s
portrait was used on a U.S. Coin. The design was by Laura Fraser, the wife of James Earl Fraser,
of Buffalo Nickel fame.
450.00
199 Ft. Vancouver Centennial Half Dollar, 1925, Ch. AU-55. Attractive with a light gold patina. A
scarce issue with only 14,994 minted. This coin was part of a wonderful commemorative collection
put together in the 1950s and 1960s that we were fortunate to acquire last year.
300.00-320.00
200 Oregon Trail Half Dollar, 1926-S, ANACS MS-63, deep toning with blues and russets. The team of
James and Laura Fraser designed this beautiful commemorative.
175.00
201 Boone Bicentennial Half Dollar, 1935-D, PCGS MS-64. Only 5,005 were minted. Untoned with
full luster. These were issued to make money for four historical sites.
150.00
202 Gettysburg Half Dollar, 1936, PCGS MS-64. Sponsored by the Pennsylvania State Commission
of Gettysburg, President Roosevelt honored both Union and Confederate soldiers on the 75th
anniversary (July 1-3, 1938). Only 26,928 coins were struck and this has become one of the most
popular of the early commems. This is a lustrous, untoned example.
550.00
203 Texas Independence Centennial, 1937-S. MS-62, a former PCGS “crack-out” with the slip included.
Mostly brilliant with light toning at the peripheries. Only 6,637 were issued of this popular issue
with the Alamo on the reverse.
160.00
204 Texas Independence Centennial, 1938-D, PCGS MS-64. Another scarce date with only 3,775 minted.
Lustrous and untoned. This is one of the more interesting designs with both Houston and Austin
depicted. It amazes us how inexpensive some of these very low issue halves currently retail for.
300.00
205 1949 Booker T. Washington Set. An exceptional set that is very lustrous, all grading MS-63 to MS-64.
Only 6,004 were minted. Three pieces.
330.00
206 Conditionally Challenged Commems. Includes: 1892 Columbian Expo, AU cleaned; 1920 Oregon
Trail grading Good; and a 1925 Stone Mountain, AU, cleaned. Inexpensive early commems. 3 pcs.
95.00
207 Statue of Liberty 3 pc. Proof Set, 1986. Contains the $5 Gold, Silver Dollar and Half Dollar proofs.
These were extremely popular sets when they were issued and rose in price rapidly before reality
set in. A beautifully done set that started the renaissance for contemporary commemorative coinage.
Original case but box missing.
400.00
208 Mt. Rushmore BU Dollar, 1991-P, NGC MS-69.
42.00
209 Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial Proof Dollar, 1994-P, NGC Proof-69ultra cameo.
65.00
210 Prisoner of War Museum BU Dollar, 1994-W, NGC MS-69. The BU version of this dollar lists for
more than the Proof because of a much lower mintage.
80.00
211 American Buffalo Proof Dollar, 2001. This is probably the most popular of all recent commems. The
issue sold out in just a few days and is one of just a handful that rose in value. The design was essentially
a copy of the Buffalo Nickel. Includes all original packaging.
180.00
212 Lewis and Clark Proof Dollar, 2004. One of the more interesting contemporary commemoratives with
a Peace Medal depicted on the reverse. Also included is a 2003 Proof First Flight Half Dollar. Both
have all original packaging.
52.00
213 High Grade Modern Commem. Lot. All of these are graded by PCGS and includes: 1993 (1991-1995)
World War II Half Dollar Proof-69DCAM; 1994 World Cup Half Dollar Proof-69DCAM; 1994-D
World Cup BU Half Dollar MS-69; and 1999 Yellowstone Dollar Proof-69DCAM. A pleasing high
end lot. Four pieces.
149.00
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U.S. PROOF & MINT SETS

ESTIMATE

214 Proof Set, 1955. A very nice set in a Capital Plastics holder. The cent is full mint red.
215 Proof Set, 1960 small date. A spot-free set in the original packaging. The cent has deep red-orange
surfaces.
216 Proof Sets, 1961 and 1962. Unopened sets in their original envelopes. It is amazing that these have never
been looked at after all these years. This is the first of several lots with unopened Proof/Mint sets. 2 Sets.
217 Proof Sets, 1963 and 1964. Unopened in their original envelopes. Two sets.
218 Proof Set, 1970 small date. A more difficult set than the 1960 small date listed previously. The cent is
full mint red.
219 Proof Sets, 1973 to 1978. Although the Eisenhower Dollar was first issued in 1971, it did not appear in
the regular Proof Sets until 1973. This lot includes one of each of the years that offered proof clad
dollars until the SBA replaced it in 1979. Six sets.
220 Proof Sets, 1987. A unopened original box containing five sets.
221 Prestige Proof Set, 1990. This set includes the Proof Eisenhower commemorative dollar authorized that
year, with original packaging.
222 Prestige Proof Set, 1991. This contains the Mt. Rushmore commemorative dollar and half dollar
along with the regular issue coins. A popular set.
223 Premier Proof Sets. These beautiful silver proof sets were issued for only seven years (1992-1998).
Included here are the 1992, 1996 and 1998 in original plush packaging. Three sets.
224 Proof Sets, 1996. Another unopened box containing five sets. There have been some interesting articles
written about the 1996 Proof Sets. Mintages for this year were considerably lower than most years,
but their price remains low - why? Five Sets.
225 Proof Sets, 2001. A regular and a silver set, both in original boxes. Third year of the State quarters. 2 sets.
226 Mint Set, 1959. A very nice set with all original packaging. We do not see these much anymore.
227 Mint Sets, 1961 and 1962. Both are in their original packaging. Two sets.
228 Mint Sets, 1964, 1968-1970. All in original packaging. 1964 was the last year for 90% silver Mint Sets,
and they were discontinued as were the Proof Sets for Special Mint Sets from 1965-1967. Finally, in
1968, the Mint and Proof Sets resumed their traditional roles. The 1968-1970 Mint Sets were the only
years the 40% Half Dollars were issued. Four sets.
229 Mint Sets, 1976. A 40% silver 3 piece set plus the regular Mint Set for the Bicentennial year. 2 sets.
230 Mint Sets, 2005 and 2007, in unopened boxes. Two sets.
231 Souvenir Sets. These were sold to tourists visiting the mints. Included are: 1976 Philadelphia, 1 cent to
half dollar, with mint medal; 1976-D quarter and half dollar, but with a San Francisco mint medal; and
1977-D, 1981-D, 1983-D and 1984-D, all from 1 cent to half dollar with Denver mint medal. In 1982
and 1983, the U.S. Mint did not offer uncirculated (mint) sets to collectors. The only way to get mint
issued sets with uncirculated coins were the souvenir sets. The 1983-D included has a Red Book value
of $110. A total of six sets.

110.00
35.00
52.00
55.00
95.00

58.00
25.00
28.00
37.00
83.00

45.00
60.00
45.00
70.00

65.00
26.00
28.00

100.00+

U.S. CURRENCY
232 $10 Gold Certificate, 1922, Fine, F-1173. A nice mid-grade specimen with good color. We note a
small pen mark on the front. Michael Hilgas is depicted on the front - the first Treasurer of the United
States. An impressive large size note from a time when we had “real” money.
233 $1 Silver Certificate Star Note, 1923. VF or better. While the large size $1 Silver Certificates are
quite common, star notes are not. A very pleasing note overall.
234 $1 Federal Reserve Notes, 1974. The first of two neat lots. Included here are three bundles of (100)
notes each, all issued by the San Francisco FRB. The notes inside each bundle are consecutively
numbered and are crisp uncirculated. We note one star note and one error note (a large ink smear
on the front). A few notes at the ends show some handling on the edges coming from years of
storage. These catalogue at $4 to $6 each. 300 notes.
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200.00
175.00+

1,200.00

U.S. CURRENCY, CONT.

ESTIMATE

235 $1 Federal Reserve Notes, 1977. Again, issued by the San Francisco FRB. Seven bundles of (100)
consecutively numbered notes each, with two star notes at the end of one bundle. Some notes show
slight handling on the edges, but most are nice crisp uncirculated. This lot and the preceding were
bought at a local bank when they were issued years ago, and put away for a long time. This is the
first time they have been offered for sale. Catalogue values are $4 to $6 each. 700 notes.
2,000.00-2,800.00
236 $1 Federal Reserve Notes, 1977, with dual courtesy autographs. Both notes are crisp uncirculated
and have strong autographs of both Morton and Blumenthal over their respective printed signatures
on the notes. We have found in our research auction results between $31 and $63 for these notes.
A very interesting historical item. A popular item with currency collectors. Two notes.
65.00-125.00

ALASKA TOKENS & MEDALS
237 Chatanika & Cleary tokens: Both previously rare, but now common as they were part of a family
hoard. Includes: Chatanika Bingle Fritz, 25¢, Fine or so, B-1a; Cleary, Willis & Welch, 25¢, F-VF,
B-5a. Nice tokens from the local area.
50.00+
238 Chena token: B&K, 12½¢, B-1a. Alexander Birnbaum and Ralph T. Kubon, cigars, drugs and stationery.
Nice XF-AU with luster.
125.00
239 Chitina token: Navada Bar, McCutchen & Griffiths, 12½¢ in trade, B-4a. “Native Copper from Chitina,
Alaska.” A popular token, VF-EF.
100.00+
240 (Egegik) token: Nakat Packing Co., good for 50¢ in trade, B-1d. Probably used at multiple locations.
275.00
241 Fairbanks token: Fairbanks Cigar Store encased cent. “Keep me and never go broke,” horseshoe shape.
The cent is dated 1945. Overall VF.
90.00
242 Gambell tokens: Reindeer Commercial Co., (10) 5 Cents tokens, B-1b, all average circulated. Catalogue
value - $5 each.
30.00
243 Juneau tokens: Alaskan Hotel Bar (B-2aII) and Imperial Cigar Store (B-29a), both 6¼¢ in trade, VF and
AU respectively. A pair of inexpensive tokens.
35.00
244 Ketchikan tokens: Scoug’s Place, 25¢ and 50¢ in trade, B-56b,c. Previously rare, now common. 2 pieces.
25.00
245 Nome token: North Pole Bakery, 10¢ on meal ticket, B-39b. Quite scarce, XF-AU.
120.00
246 Savoonga tokens: Reindeer Commercial Co., (10) 1 Cent tokens, B-1a, all average circulated. Catalogue
value - $10 each.
40.00
247 Savoonga tokens: Reindeer Commercial Co., (10) 50 Cents tokens, B-1e, all average circulated. Catalogue
value- $5 each.
30.00
248 Skagway tokens: Idaho Saloon, set of 3 - 10¢, 12½¢ and 25¢ in trade, XF-AU, B-14a,b,c. Inexpensive
tokens in the popular “saloon” collecting category.
50.00
249 Sticker Dollar - Parker’s Patch, “Garden of Weeden, 4½ Miles North of Nenena, Alaska, Box 28.” We
have not seen one these since 1991! The sticker is on a 1921 Morgan Dollar and is complete with only
the slightest imperfections around the rim and all lettering is legible. This really does not look like a
paper sticker. Perhaps it is celluloid.
100.00
250 “This is a Coal Dollar.” Another sticker dollar, this one is much more common that Parker’s Patch. The
sticker is complete with all lettering legible. The host coin is a 1923 Peace Dollar.
40.00
251 Alaska 25th Anniversary of Statehood, 1984. “Silver Anniversary Edition” and map on one side, ‘North
to the Future’ and a cache on the other. (5) one ounce silver medals.
160.00
252 State of Alaska Fractional Medals, 1990. The state authorized their medal program in 1989. We rarely
see these early fractionals any more. 1990 featured a walrus on the obverse and the mandatory State
Seal on the reverse. Included are (2) ½ troy oz. and (2) ¼ troy oz. Mintages were 1,300 and 1,110
respectively. Four pieces.
100.00+
253 Iditarod Silver Proof Medal, 1997. Number 480 out of 3,000 minted. The Iditarod race has issued
medals since 1989. New issues retail for $99. Original packaging.
75.00-125.00
254 Iditarod Silver Proof Medal, 1998. Number 1884 of 3,000 struck. Original packaging.
75.00-125.00
255 State of Alaska Silver Medals, 2000. The red fox was featured that year with Alaskan artist Ira Levinton
submitting the winning design. Included here with the mintages in brackets are: 1/20 (1,379);
1/10 (2,010); ¼ oz. (1,742) and one ounce matte finish (1,330). Four pieces.
100.00+
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256 Pioneers of Alaska, Annual Convention medal, 2002. “Fairbanks on the Chena 100 Years” with a standing
portrait of Felix Pedro. The reverse has the emblem of the Pioneers of Alaska. Very attractive medal by
the Evergreen Mint in Anchorage. One ounce silver.
40.00
257 State of Alaska 1/10 oz. Gold Medal, 2004. A polar bear head is depicted on the obverse. Only 182 were
actually minted. Original packaging.
200.00+
258 Anchorage Fur Rendezvous 1/10 oz. Gold Medal, 2004. Only (10) were struck by the Alaska Mint!
The obverse of the medal depicts fireworks and appears to be proof as issued in its original capsule.
A rare opportunity.
200.00-300.00
th
259 Alaska 50 Anniversary of Statehood Silver Proof Medal, 2009. The obverse design was taken from
the famous photo of President Eisenhower, Governor Mike Stepovich, and Secretary of Interior Fred
Seaton looking at a newspaper headline “We’re In.” Today, we might like to look at a headline stating
“We’re Out.” These retailed in 2009 for $65.
70.00
260 Three Different Oxford Silver Bars. All have the map of Alaska on the front. Two have stars in the pattern
of the Alaska flag on the back; one large stars, one small stars. The 3rd has an Oxford pattern. 3 oz. of silver. 66.00

ALASKANA
261 White Pass & Yukon Brass Bag Tag(?). This looks like it was made to be strapped onto cargo. Imprinted
on the face is “The Property of the White Pass & Yukon Route, Skaguay, Alaska. Please return this holder
with both card checks to this Co. soon as possible.” Note the early spelling of Skagway. Brass, 68mm
by 57mm. Discolored, but should polish up nicely. In the right hands, this could be turned into a cool
belt buckle.
25.00+
262 Fur Rendezvous Button, 1960. Fur Rondy buttons from the early 60s are hard to find. We remember when
these were all the rage in Anchorage and there was a thriving market. Those days are gone, but these
buttons are still scarce. The Alaska Mint has a 1961 button on their web page for $450. We believe that
this one is probably comparable. Very nice condition with only a few small brown spots.
200.00+
263 Fur Rendezvous Pin, 1966. These very scarce pins appear to be made out of ceramic. 2¼ inches long, 2
inches wide, with a musher and dog sled depicted. A good picture of this can be seen on the Alaska Mint
website where an example is offered at $200.
200.00
264 Alaska Purchase Centennial Charm, 1967. This tiny charm (10.5mm) is 10kt and weighs .035 troy oz.
(.0147 troy oz. AGW). This must be the smallest item from the Purchase Centennial to portray the
official logo - the Purchase Centennial Totem, with the Alaska flag and mountains. Very collectible.
50.00
265 Yukon Quest Pins & Buttons. Included are 1993 and 1995 pins and buttons, and 1988, 1991, 1992 and
1994 pins. The 1993 celebrates the Quest’s 10th anniversary. Attractive and popular. 8 pieces.
40.00+
266 10kt Mountain Goat Pin. This pin is a well done, three dimensional pin showing a mountain goat head
and having a total weight of .170 troy oz. (.07 troy oz. AGW). This can be worn as either a tie tac or
lapel pin. New, about $300.
150.00+
267 Unusual Alaska Gold Nugget Lapel Pin. Recently, we purchased some inventory from the old Eskimo
Museum which went out of business in the late 1970s. The pin is oblong in shape (1½ inches by 3/4
inch) and open in the center giving it a flattened “O” appearance. It was made by Merle Reed with
a 10kt gold back covered by chunky gold nuggets. The weight is .278 troy ounces. This is a new item
in its original box that has sat for over 40 years in the museum owner’s house.
500.00
268 Gold Hunter Charm. This is a 10kt charm we have not seen before. A standing hunter aiming a rifle.
Total weight is .072 troy oz. (.03 troy oz. AGW). New, $190.
100.00+
269 Gold Billiken Charm. A cute 10kt charm made by J.L. Houston. Total weight is .084 troy ounces. The
infamous Billiken was considered a good luck charm... rub the belly and get good luck. Although
many Alaskans thought Billikens were a part of native folklore, they were actually invented by Florence
Pretz of Kansas City and adopted in Alaska about 1909.
125.00
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MISCELLANEOUS
270 U.S. 20th Century Type Set. This is a framed set most likely put together around 1966. Includes Cents
through Silver Dollars. Highlights include: 1914-S Half, Good; 1943 Half, XF/AU; 1898-O Dollar,
MS-63/64 (beautiful reverse toning); and a 1925 Dollar, BU. All the silver issues are represented.
Overall, a neat set. 24 pieces.
271 14kt Gold Locket. This locket is new with space for two pictures inside. Total weight is .07 troy ounces
and it measures 3/4 inch by ½ inch. We don’t seem to see as many of these as we used to.
272 Collectible Coin Pages. Here is a style album page we had not seen before. These “Treasury of Coins”
pages (6) for Lincoln Cents, 1909 to 1963-D were made for the Coin and Currency Institute, copyright
1963. These pages were made to fit in a small three ring binder. Like Whitman folders, the coins are
pressed into the openings. What is different is that the backing sheet is cut slightly smaller than the
opening so that you can see most of the reverse. An interesting concept, but by 1963, Whitman, Harris
and Dansco had the coin folder and album market pretty well sewn up. Six pages, really neat! Also
included are two large green Whitman folders for Mercury-Roosevelt Dimes and Jefferson Nickels.
Finally, an older Dansco folder for Lincoln Cents, 1909-1929, pink, not the current brown!
273 Silver Dollar Albums. Two albums for Morgan Dollars and one for Peace Dollars. These Littleton albums
are nearly new, and just waiting for your purchases from earlier in the auction.
274 Coin Albums and other supplies. Included are Littleton albums for Liberty Nickels and SBA Dollars.
These are new, as the slides have not even been put in the pages. Also included are used Littleton
albums: (2) Washington Quarters, 1932-1967, one with slip case; Jefferson Nickels, 2007- , with slip
case; and a blank binder: Whitman Folders: Peace Dollars and (2) National Park Quarters, 2010-2015
and 2011-2016 (both new). Finally, used coin supplies including: Coin tubes - (50+) for cents, the
balance for nickels and dimes, a total of (94); (9) Coin World slab-type holders for dollars; and (2)
Capital Plastics holders for quarter and commemorative half dollar. A nice assortment of used and
new coin collecting supplies.
275 PCGS Population Reports, April 2004 and April 2006. The 2004 states on the cover “A census of
more than 9,000,000 coins...” By the 2006 edition, that number was 12,000,000. We believe the last
printed version was 2007, and we miss these printed copies - a great research reference.
276 Standard Catalog of World Coins, (5) volumes: 1601-1700, 3rd ed. 2003; 1701-1800, 4th ed. 2007;
1801-1900, 7th ed. 2012; 1901-2000, 33rd ed. 2006; and 2001-date, 3rd ed. 2009. These five volumes
provide nearly all the information you will ever need on world coins. While these are “older”
editions, the prices don’t really change that much. The major change from year to year are the
prices that are related to the silver and gold prices, and any precious metal coin has the actual metal
content shown. These massive catalogues stack 10.5 inches high, a tremendous amount of
information. New, the total retail on these was $315. A bargain at...
277 Standard Catalog of World Paper Money, (3) volumes: General Issues, 1368-1960, 11th ed. 2006;
Specialized Issues, 10th ed. 2005; and General Issues, 1961-present, 11th ed. 2008. Another great set
of references. When new, these retailed at $190. A bargain at...
Note: Because of size and weight, the previous two lots will not be at the auction, but can be picked up at
our store.
278 1914 Children’s Book, Queen Tiny’s Little People by Claude Wetmore, illustrations by Mildred Bakey
and Theresa Jones. This is a neat book published by the Macaulay Company. The children’s books
from this period of time seem so much more inviting than they do today. There is water staining that
hurts the value a bit.
279

160.00
150.00

60.00
30.00

25.00+

10.00

150.00+

100.00

30.00

Surprise Package: Do you keep your server in your home to protect folks from snooping into
your emails just like famous people? We do too! We also keep some coins off site as well....Just because.
This package was put away some time between 1979 and 1980 with precious coins and maybe other stuff
put in. It has not seen the day-light in 35 years! There’s got to be something good in it. You trust us,
don’t you?
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